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(:) The federal government's prima concern has been equalizing educattEhel

CO
ODD opportunity. NIE's funding policies reflect this priorit. This paper ane-

w%
Wass some major political and fiscal trends that will shape governments'

v--4 approaches to educational opportunity in the 1980s. The analysis focuses

La on state government. The first concerns overall fiscal policy. The second

raises the issue of 'the interrelationship between education and other services

for children with special needs.

The State Soendins Conflict

There is an impending clash between two major public finance movements.

One is stimulating large increases in stato/local public spending while the

other is galvanizing a lower expenditure trend. One is known as the "school

finance reform movement." This group has been working since the turn of the

century but with a new equity focus in recent years. Tho second movement,

with a strong network around the states, is an advocate of groups that are

pushing for tax or spending limitation. They have succeeded already in

pushing the center of state politics to the right. ThLa movement has two

, factions: the "Jarvis" group (Americat Tax Reform) and the National Tax

Limitation Committee. In June of 1978, these two networks -- going largely

in opposite directions -- had signal victories indicating that they are

both flourishing. Proposition 13 passed in California, spawning a number

of state efforts to cut property taxes and limit spending (for example,

Oregon, Idaho, and Michigan). On the other hand, the New York Supreme

*Paper prepared for a siecial meeting of the National Council for Educational

Research, San Diego, December 15, 1978,
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Court overturned the New York state system of school financing on two

grounds: 1) property tax inequity based on Serrano, and 2) 'Upheld the

New York City intervenors who pushed for special need increases in the

school finance formula for big cities. Appellate Court decisions handed

down iu 1978 in Ohio and Washington:were similar to those in New York. We

need to analyze these opposing movements and political networks in order to

understand why they have been successful and illuminate the impending clash.

The first group'(the school finance reform movement) includes two

largely compatible national networks.1 One is a group that is coordinated

largely by the Ford Foundation and the National Institute of Education. It

includes lawyers scholars, and state political leaders; another is a group

that is coordinated in ;art by the University of Florida and includes

scholars, state departments of education personnel, and state politicians.

The two groups share many common values and approaches, although they differ

sometimes on concepts. The Florida groil, has more strength in the South

and Plaias states. Both groups want to reform school financing through

levelling up the lowsst spending school districts, thereby spending more

money on education. They want to increase the state fou%dation guarantee

and add-programs for pupils wfth special needs, such as handicapped and

vocational education. They :ssuall.y propose some local property tax relief,

but and up with an otctAll net gain in terms of public spending because of

increased state aid. They ere pro public schools and believe that more in-

put in education will have some benefit in student outcomes. They share

with the Jarvis network a favorable view toward property tax cuts. The

Ford.and Florida groups differ, however, on the desirability of redistributing

school aid from wealthy high spending districts to property poor, low
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spending districts, The Ford group places a higher priority on this share-

the..wealth mechanism termed "recapture."

The socotd group, American Tax Reform (Jarvis) and National Tax Limi-

tation, desires Changes in education financing, but advocatesehrinking the

size of government, slowing down the real growth of government, and cutbanks

in educational "frills." They also want to cut the property tax. They are

not interested in special adjustments for special pupil needs, such as the

disadvantaged end bilingual in big cities. Their approach does not address

levelling up of ducation spending or equity. Rather, they favor a levelling

down of education spending. For example, in California, wealthy school

districts like Beverly Hills were cut more than low spending districts after

Proposition 13. The tax reform/spending limit movement contends that education

is not a good buy and that more money does not lead to more pupil attainment.

Moreover, they believe that government is already too big and one part of

government that needs to be cut back is education. The only area of partial

agreement between school finance reform and tax reform/spending limit adherents

is a dislike of the local property tax as the major means for financing

education.

The School Finance Reform Movement

Tho school finance reform movement can claim current or future impact

in 20 to 25 states, with about 60 percent of the ADA. This assumes that

states with court orders such as Connecticut, New York and Ohio, will respond

with state legislation. The breakthrough cams in 1969, in large part because

of successful court suits. The court was dlelegislative agenda setter

through ,Sorrano in California and Robinson vs, Cahill in New Jersey. Many



states acted without a court ruling. For example, Florida was a triumph of

politiial_leadership without* court stimulus. The initial political studies

of finance reform from 1969..74 stressed the leadership of the governor or

the legislature, and noted that the state boards and state departments of

education played a minor role.
2 As of 1974, political analysts stressed

these change elements for success: the court impetus and the commitment of

top state political leaders, such as Governors Anderson of Minnesota, Lucy

of Wisconsin, Milliken of Michigan, and Askew of Florida. They slso cited

states such as Reuses where the legislature took a prima role. The third

element was the existence of state budget surpluses -- the era of 1969-74

WAS & boom period for state treasuries. The fourth element was political

coalitions -- the ability to put together packages of diverse prograns and

compromises to include such things as accountability and even non-education

expenditures.

Obviously, it is easier to build a coalition when there is a budget

surplus and plenty of money to spread around. AS 65 in California (1977) is

a classic example of this the state had enough money to pay off all interest

groups. Another important political impetus was the national networks that

assisted, such as the group gram the University of Florida, the Ford Founda-

tion, the U.S. Office of Education, the Education Commission of the States

National Committees of State Legislatures, and the Lawyers Committee for

Civil Rights Under Law.

In many ways, school finance reform is an elitist movement. It was

not galvanized by an overwhelming bottom.up demand from the populace or pro

fessional educators. It came from an alliance of educational finance

scholsrs, lawyers, foundation officers, USOE and NIE. This interlocking



network often sent lawyers as the first wave to sue the state. If a law suit

was inappropriate, the reform group stimulated special state commissions or

tried to spread the gospel through interstate meetings (ESC, NCLC). The same

names appear and reappear as leaders in numeroue states.3 "Outside agitators"

are terribly important in rpreading around the principles of school finance

reform.. They ars often allied with local lawyers or state political leaders,

depending oa which route they feel is mare promising. The reformers countered

the fear of loss of local education policy by citing studies demonstrating

that higher proportions of state funding did not necessarily cause higher

levels of state governance centralization. There was no need to impede local

control.

In 1974, the school finance pace slowed down. We had a national re-

cession that eroded the state budget surpluses. Some states, such as

Connecticut and South Dakota, passed laws without funding them. The U.S.

Supreme Court ruled in Rodrigez that it was inappropriate for the federal

government to intervene. There were more losses in state courts, such as in

Oregon and Washington. The Serrano impetus for equalization of the property

tax base behind each child seemed to run out of gas. The coalitions were

harder to build, in part because of the erosion of budget surpluses and

also splits within the education groups -- arguments between school boards

and teacher organizations, and between cities, suburbs, and rural areas.

Recently, the pace of school finarce reform has increased. The old

school finance refdrmars are on the move again in now sod different directions

specially reformulation of their legal concepts. The Serrano approach of

relying solely on varietions in local property tax capacity ignored varia-

tions in pupil needs or expenditures.4 The Ford/NIL network won three
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interesting suits (Ohio, New York, Washington) that seem to portend the

style of things to come. Courts in Ohio and New York ruled that a system

with equal tax yield for equal property tax effort (e.g., Serrano) discrimi-

nates against the big cities. The cities have high assessed value per pupil

but also have large numbers of disadvantaged children and high tax tates

for services other than education. City voters will not approve raises in

property taxes for education. In effect, the Ohio court case was brought

by the city of Cincinnati, viewed by the finance reformers in the early

seventies as a "wealthy property districe' -- a city that should be able to

raise its property taxs through local fiscal capacity. Cincinnati became

a plaintiff and asserted that school finan.:e has to be adjusted to the special

needs and conditions of the cities, and the Ohio court so ruled.

In New York, the original case was brought by Levittown, a classic

Serrano district with lowmiddle income housing, middle income white residents,

and no business property tax base. The large New York cities of Rochester

and Buffalo contended that if the court ruled in favor of Levittown, cities

would be worse off. Cities have a high assessed property value per pupil

and, therefore, would lose school revenue to low wealth Levittown under

schemes like District Power Equalization.5

The New York State Court ruled in favor of Levittown and '.he big

cities. State school finar4s formulas must account for municipal over-

burden (whatever that is). Moreover, the court said you have to take into

account the hish costs of cities, such as land and labor, and the pupils

with special needs in cities. The court even waded into the old argument

of ADA vs. ADM and concluded that ADA funding hurts the cities and is poor

policy. In effect, state courts ars intervenins into issues that go far
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beyond Serrano and its conception of equity. Under Serrano, cities are

viewed as wealthy school districts because of their high assessed value per

pupil, extensive business property, and relatively few pupils, with many

children in private schools.

The Washington case is especially interesting. After losing a

Serrano type case in Washington, the city of Seattle became the plaintiff in

a new suit. Seattle filed under the clause that the Washington Constitution

requires "ample provisiote' for education. The voters in Seattle ware so

resistant to property taxes that the city of Seattle could not persuade

its voters to approve an "ample program." Therctore, it was the state's

responsibility to step in ane support a "rufficient program," even if the

local voters did not want to pa? for it.

The Inung view pushed by Professor Coonr of the University of

California/Berkeley was thet if local people refused to vote "ample" school

property taxes and wanted to run a program with 40 kids per taaeher, this

would be lega1.6 The equity test was merely that equal property tax effort

(rate) wust provide the same yield (revenue) anywhere in the state. In

California, you could have chosen under Serrano a 52.00 tax rate, providing

a program of $600 per pupil (or half the state average). That would have

been legal as long as a $2.00 tax rate yielded $600 on a statewide average.

In sum, the school finance reform movement has moved creatively in

new directions. /t went about As far as it could with the seruno approach.

The cftrts have given renewed life to educational need formulas after re-

jecting "naed" as too complex in the 1960s. Moreover, courts are advocating

the elusive idea of differential costs of education. For example, state

formulas must be made to adjust for unusually high land and energy costs.

8
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The technical problems in meeting these new court mandates ars serious.

The courts are moving into the areas that scholars know the least about --

how to adjust for pupil needs in some precise way, how to adjust for uncontrol-

lable costs of education, how to adjust for something called municipal over-

burden. It was a lot simpler merely establishing "power qualization

schedules" so that equal property tax effort resulted in equal amounts of

local school revenue.

Thejanding and Ta;,' Limitation Movement

This group of reformers is interested in reversing long term trends

towards larger government. Their recent success has made the real growth of

government a political issue. If government does not expand beyond its present

share of GNP, school finance reform can only come from cutting other public

services. These reformers signal a conservative cycle in spending. They

include education as One area where spending has grown too fast. In California,

Governor Ronald Reagan, a very popular governor, sponsored an amendment to

limit state spending and tied it to stets growth and personal income. He lost

54 percent to 46 percent, Other proposals which would have restrained state

government spending in various ways here defeated in 1976 in Michigan, Florida,

Utah, and Montana. In Illinois, Maine, Georgia, South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa

and Wisconsin, amendments proposing legislative action to limit spending or

cut taxes were defeated or blocked. In sum, as recently as 1976 it looked

prom bleak if you were on the conservative side of the argument.

harbinger of the turn-around appeared in 1977 when Maine repealed

the recapture clause in its school finance reform law. Tax experts were

surprised that districts bensfitting from the recapture -+ low wealth districts

that received mousy from their wealthy neighbors voted for repeal. We

,-4
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began to see people voting for tax cuts regardless of their individual

impact. After Proposition 13, over half the states initiated some movement

for spending or tax limitation. In the 1978 elections, twelve of sixteen

states passed a ballot measure, which is an impressive performance. More-

over, the Democrats in many states became advocates of spending limits --

in effect the center of American state politics had shifted to the rxght

(see Appendix A).

Why are many spending limit groups winning now after losing so

badly in 19767 A LAUis Harris poll found that 71 percent of the people

do not believe that they are getting "good value for their money from their

tax dollars." State and local expenditures during the last decade have

risen at sn average annual rate of more than 14 percent. The fastest

growing taxes have been state and local taxes that hive grown from six-

tenths of one percent of national income to two-and-one-half percent in

the last 30 years. The school finance reform movement was adding to this

spending significantly. California spent billions on SB 90 in 1972 and then

in 1977 appropriated $4.6 billion over four years to fund AS 65.

In many ways,Proposition 13 fever has spread because of public con-

cern with inflation. The polls indicate this is the chief concern by a wide

.margin. Tax cuts become a way to fight inflation's impact. People still

want public services, however, but believe the waste in delivering them is

enormous. The accountability movement of the 1960s indicates this public

diatrust of waste includes education as e top target.

The spending and tax limitation movement is a major public finance

reform movement with drastic implications for school financing. The group

with the most long run promise is the Nacional Tax Limitation Committee (XTL ).
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NTL's Board is chaired by William Rickenbacker, a New York investment

broker and son of the famed flyer, Eddie Rickenbacker. The Board includes

such luminaries as Arthur Godfrey and Claire Booth Luce. They provide

assistance on strategy, tactics, and technical matters to state level

organizations and Legislators. Their style of elite networks is similar

to the approach of Ford/NIE in school finance. They have added to their

Board former Secretary of the Treasury, William Simon, and public relations

expert, Stewart Spencer. They have the best mail order solicitation group

in the business, heeded by Richard Viguerie of Washington, D. C.

NTL is openly critical of Jarvis. They believe Jarvis provides too

little and too much.8 He provides too little because his approach fails to

place limits on total state spending. All Proposition 13 did was cut the

property tax, but as long as inflation keeps going, the state of California

has tax system that can increase spending at the pre-Proposition 13 rate.

The Calife-nia Finance Department projects another California surplus of 52-3

billion even if the same state "bail out" of $4 billion for local governments

is re-enacted.

Second, NTL asserts that Jarvis focuses too much on cutbacks in one

revenue source the property tax. They fear these drastic cutbacks will

lead state and local governments to raise other taxes. So the National Tax

Limitation Committe warns, "Keep your eye on the ball." The ball is the

level of government spending and the property tax is merely one of those

sources of revenue that add to spending. Do not focus on taxes but focus

on spending. NTL has proven to be correct in California where a new initiative

is circulating to restrain total state spending after 1980.

NTL contends Jarvis will get conservatives and spending limit people

1 1



into a lot of trouble because he essentially xeroxes an amendment that

passed in California. Idaho's amendment, passed in November, 1978, is the

same word for word except for a different property tax limit, but Idaho has

no state surplus (unlike California). The National Tax Limitation Committee

advises that their supporters need to adapt principles flexibly to each state.

NTL stresses general principles that are politically difficult to disagree

with:

1) spending limitations should be tied to indicators such as cost of

living or per capita income growth:

2) have a property tax relief component, but it should not be the

major part of the amendment;

3) maks sure that state mandated costs for local goVernment are pato

for by the state legislature (sparing the use of property tax);

4) consider impact on bond ratings and preserve credit retina of

state and local government. Jarvis left California with no capacity to

build new schools. There is no state or local bonding authority.

In sum, NTL'appears more flexible and sophisticated. They include

income indexation in their recommended arsenal for spending restraint, In

the long run, from the standpoint of traditional school finance reforms, NTL

is more of a threat. NTL will bc shrewd in adapting its principles to a state

by state context. NTL's basic thesis is that there is no good way under the

current system to restrain public spending. The legislatures are unable to

resist the special interest groups that advocate specific sppropriations. As

President of the California State BoarS of Education, I have met with taxpayer

groups for threv.and-a-half minutes in three-and-a-half years. We hear over-

whelmingly from people who want to spend more. They are the organized lobbies
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and over time they tend to level up the public spending. nal diffuse interest

of the public in restraining spending does not function effectively through

the normal state/local political system. In effect, conservatives lose by

trying to stop each appropriation bill or spending item. The special

interests are organized around specific programs. The anti-spending groups

are not organized except in a general, diffuse way. Therefore, their best

strategy to restrain spending for schools is by general limitations, referen-

dums, and constitutional amendments. NIL and Jarvis hope that the diffuse

public can be coalesced behind a broad based spending or taxlimit.

Tbe results of the 1978 elections kept the spending limit groups

thriving, but did not result in a clean sweep. In my judgement, the media

over-reacted to Jarvis and now is too,quick to write off the underlying

fiscal concerns he personifies. Spending limiters suffered major defeats

in Colorado and Oregon, but even in those states the political dialogue on

spending has shifted to the right.

'The Emerging Conflict of Social Movements

It seems unlikely that both movemeots -- school finance reform and

tax limits -- can accommodate each other. An xamination of the June, 1.978

New York state school finance case and the passage of Proposition 13 illumi-

nates the conflict. The Ohio case implies state aid must "level up" low wealth

districts to a higher r snditure level. Moreover, Ohio must make all kinds

of special adjustments for high costs, pupil needs, and big city problems.

This would tend to increase dramatically the current level of public spending

for education, NTI, will respond that Ohio residents should support spending

limitation and prune government fat. They point to the 1978 elections as

demonstrating that Ohioans are not interested in state government expansion.

11,
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Similar arguments will reappear in states where school finance

increases are advocated. For example, it is questionable whether increased

resources for education can be demonstrated to improve pUpil attainment.

In California, Jarvis made a big issue of how the schools are basically a

"baby sitting arrangement" (for which he usually got standing ovations).

He emphasized that costs have risen dramatically in California, the number

of education personnel has increased, and achievement scores have declined.

he asserted that citizens are not really hurting public.education by rolling

back expenditures. This is a negative argument that school finance reformers

have rebutted effectively in numerous state court cases.. But school finance

reformers cannot uss their seasoned "export court witnesses" to fight this

new opponent in the legislatures. In sum, can education compete effectively

with other public services in the 1980s? This competitive aspect be.omes

urgent if Jarvis and NML stop the growth of government in real terms (after

ielation). As long as the government pie expands, competition is less

intense. I doubt if the state/local public sector can continue the growth
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Summinx Uu

Two rival political movements school finance reform and spending!

tax limitation -- are going to confront each other in several states. This

is a major development in the state politics of resource allocation. As

the California experience indicates, these two movements embrace different

objectives and principles. The limits of public acceptance of court orders

will be tested in those states where school finance and spending/tax limit

groups are well organized. In New Jersey, the courts closed the schools

until the legislature canted an income tax law. The new public mood toward

taxation may not permit such a resolution in other states. Particularly

noteworthy are polls demonstrating that public opinion does not think public

services are delivered effectively or efficiently. Moreover, the continued

decline in public support for public education implies that major expenditure

increases in education will face incrasing political resistance. The

of
traditional coalitions/education groups may not be sufficient to pass major

finance reform bills without overt support from the state courts. In

California, referendums for parks and the environment passed at a much higher

rate than 2aucation messures.

Recent developments have reordered some of the priorities among technical

research areas. School finance experts must immerse themselves in the com-

parative advantages and disadvantages of various state/local spending limits.

Does one use per capita income, employment, cost of living, or population

growth? What are the "best" alternatives for income tax indexation? More

research shotdd focus on adjustments of uncontrollable variable costs, munici-

pal overburden, and pupil needs.

The impact of spending limits on centralization of governance depends

t.
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on the specific state statute and political culture. Proposition 13

emasculated the local property tax and shifted control to the state. But

California already had a tradition af state control, including over 200

state legislative enactments concerning education every year. State and/or

local spending limits may not affect local control in states like New Hamp-

shire and Ari3ona, with a tradition of little state control. The Jarvis

approach with its drastic shift to state funding contains the greatest

im lications for local control.

State Services for Children: An Exploration of

Who Benefits, Who Governs

The most widespread and expensive state service for children is

education. In recent years, equity and efficiency issues in the provision

of education and educational services have received much atteution and

analysis.9 Mare than twenty states have passed legislation to equalize

educational expenditures among local school districts. In addition to

education, however, states provide a wide range of social service programs

for children. In California, during FY 197748, over $5.5 billion of state

and federal funds were spent on more than 160 programs (including programs

other than education) servicing children and youth in the state." While

states provide a variety of social service programs for children, of which

the federal share of program expenditures is 50 percent or higher, children's

social service programs have not been subject to the public scrutiny and

accountability standards applied in the education sector. Moreover, there

has been scant attention to equity considerations in distribution of funds

and services.

This paper applies several of the analytical techniques used in
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school finance equalization to other children.. services. This exploratory

study of state social services for children was undertaken in three state.:

Mew York, Michigan, and California. This report focuses on the following

statutes: 1) Title XX social service programs, 2) the WIC (women, infant

and children) feeding program, and 3) EPSDT (Early Periodic, Screening,

Diagnosis and Treatment Program). Eiltht Title XX programs were studied

intensively: special diagnostic services for children (a program providing

care, in a residential setting, to children wbo are emotionally disturbed);

services to alleviate or prevent family problems; services for children with

special prOblems (a program providing client needs assessment and arrange-

ments for counseling and service delivery); special care of children in their

own homes (provides temporary household management help to reduce reliance

on out-of-home foster care); health related services (a program designed to

assist individuals and families in securing, and appropriately utilizing

needed health care services); child cars; out-of-home services (a program

providing emergency care for children); child protective services (a program

serving children who are abused, neglected, or exploited); and home manage-

ment services.

One methodological obstacle to our study was an unclear operational

definition of "quality" or "adequacy" in children's social services. The

problem is operational in the sense that different professional and lay

audiences have dissimilar views as to what constitutes "quality" or "adequate"

care. It is methodological because the necessary work to establish a limited

number of indicators of "adequacy" or "quality" is incomplete. The Foundation

for Child Development has recently supported research on social indicators of

the well-being of children, including their service needs.



The Research: Overall Conclusions

Much of the original design proved to be unfeasible due to severe,

and unexpected, data gaps. In the field of children's social services, data

compilation is approximately 20 yellers behind the state of the art for

education. Basic data is not collected for submission to state or federal

authorities in any standard format on a recurring basis. For example, ve

found counties have only vague stimates as to the number of children bene.

fitting from or participating in social service programs. Often there does

not exist basic descriptive data concerning specific characteristics of the

Children receiving services under various programs. There often does not

even exist an accounting of the various services offered under particular

programs. State officials knew very little about local Title XX allocations

and program impact. There is.no federal or state statistical agency analo-

gous to REW's National Coulter for Educational Statistics. Given these kinds

of data limitations, our study was constrained to an opening up of a potential

research field. We had to compile data by going to local administrators for

best estimates, or rely on estimates from program plans.

The findings of our study are presented as assertions for further

resec7ch:

1. The access of children to oluentity and quality in social service

votrams varies enormously within states. The variations are much lamer

ubLjc

recant echool finance reform movement (1968-1978). The differences are so

Large than even allowing for poor estimates by local officials does not

mitigate the overall impression. Fresno County, California, for example,

proposed to spend four cents per capita for child protective services in

1 E



PY 1978 while Santa Clara County proposed to spend $49.0612 Monroe County,

New York spends $9.32 per capita for five social services (adoption, day

care, foster care, information and referral, thild.proteccive services),

(Table I here)

while Allegheny County, New York spends $232 per capita for this same pack-

age.13 These differences are so large that they cannot be explained by less

II need" on the part of children in various localities.

Part of the explanation for these vast differences is that minimum

floors or foundations do not exist for social service provision as they do

in education.14 Minimum floors or foundations in education represent a

state financial guarantee that a basic level of education will be provided

on an equal basis to all students in the state. Two equity concerns

motivate the current impulses for reform in the financing of public educa-

tion. One is the concern that variation in the revenues available to public

schools should not be related to the fiscal capacity (e.g., property tax

wealth) of local school districts. The other is that education and educa-

tional services should be ample, thorough, and efficient. Although it is

not certain whether these education equity concepts are ideal for assessing

children's services, they have yet to be considered.

Counties display a wide range of political orientations toward the

desirability of aggressive outreach efforts in informing the public of

thildran's social service program availability, or in identifying and in-

forming potentially eligible clients for the programs.

2. While extreme_differences in service provision end funding are

easy to see- it is difficult to obtain data that would enable a policv

focus on eauitw of service Provision (or access). There,are no generally



Table 1.

STATISTICAL COMPARISONS OF THE LEVEL OF CHILDREN'S

SERVICES IN FRESNO AND SANTA CLARA COUNTIES 1976.

(2)
FRESNO
Proposed
Expenditures
Per Total
PopulationTitle XX Mandated Programs

(1)

Proposed
Expenditures Per
Title 1 ESEA
Elioible Children

(3)

Proposed
Expenditures
Per Person
Served

1. Information and Referral .83 .05 55,35

2. Protective Services for

Children .60 -.04 39.91

3. Out of Home Services for

Children .39 .02 55.35

4, Child Day Care Services .08 .005 55.35

5, Health Related Services .73 .13 76.95

Title XX Optional Programs

1. Special Care for Children
in their WOMB .50 .03 23.36

2. Home Management and Other

Functional Educational
Services 9.65 .57 93.33

Services for Children with

Special Problems
Off at

4. Services to Alleviate or
Prevent Family Problems

11=

5. Diagnostic Treatment Services

for Children

(4)

Proposed
Expenditures
Title 1 ESEA
Eligible Children

(5)
SANTA CLARA

Proposed
Per Expenditures

Per Total
Population

25.56

49.06

.45

. 85

120.25 2.10

20.93 .37

55.11 ,96

10.41

40.95

12.65

Olt

. 18

. 71

.22

(6)

Proposed
Expenditures
Per Person
Served

2.55

259.39

201.43

571.28

241.11

516.65

215.41

201.44

11=

Vieures derived from california Title XX plan and analysis of county fiscal records. Sea explanation on next page. 03
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Column 1 is included because Title I ESEA eligible children is a good

approximation of disadvantaged children who need governmental services.

Title I includes Children from below the federal poverty floor and

families on AFDC. Column 3 is the total dollars spent on each service

divided by the total number of clients served. Fresno serves very few

children and consequently its fixed cast for operating information and

referral service is spread aver very few beneficiaries. This demonstrates

the lack of outreach for clients compared to Santa Clare.

2



accepted measures of "need" for most progrtms. There is no consensus, for

example, as to whether day care should cost $300 or $2200 per child per year.

Consequently, we cannot be sure low spending localities are not meeting chil-

dren's "needs."

Santa Clara and Orange Counties are high per capita income counties

with similar demographic Charactristics. They have very different expendi

tura* for Children's service programs. Fresno County and Kern County are a

pair of low per capita income counties that are also similar in income and

demographic Characteristics. They also display vast differences in Social

service expenditures. While Title XX data are local estimates rather than

audited figures, the order of magnitude in these county expenditure differences

are far greeter then the disparities found in educational finance. In local

education expinditures, per pupil variations of 200 percent would be con-

lidered extreme and rare.

3. Fedetal allocations to states for social service programs com-

prise a substantial proportion of state Title XX budgets. For several

reasons there is not the degree of tccountability for those funds as for

federal educationpants. The federal government exerts fare more control

over its eight percent share of total educational expenditures than its 50

to 100 percent funding of children's social service programs. Federal

funds for Title XX social service programs are currently allociated to

states on a straight per capita basis. No fiscal adjustments ars made for

the size of the state's poverty population, nor are dollars redistributed

when returned to the federal government by states unwilling to spend their

maximum allowances for Title XX services. One of the few federal require-

ments attaChed to Title XX dollars is that 50 percent must be allocated for
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services or programs specifically addressed to the social service needs of

low income people. This requirement is so general that no state or county

has been found to b out of compliance. In education programs such as

Title I ESEA, the federal government audits local expenditures to insure

low income children receive benefits. No stmilar federal effort is devoted

to state and local Title XX children's services.
15

4. ja t vAit stilt at ions t

rted to be based on need Closer examination of the formulae and

Antervieus witn zolicy makers, revealed that Title XX a/locations are

dste ined rimaril b olitical criteria We attempted to use multiple

regression analysis to identify predictor variables for Title XX expendi

tures by county. An extensive list of income and socioeconomic variables

were regressed against total Title XX expenditures, total mandatory Title &X

program expenditures and total optional Title XX program expenditures.

However, at best only 21 percent

of the variance could be explained. Consequently, we used interviews to

further probe variations in local children's services. Interviews revealed

that the Title XX planning process and community involvement required by the

federal government appear to be meaningless riruals. Title XX state plans

are vrittan in technical compliance terms with littleor no attention to pro

gram operations, need, performance, or equity.16 Officials admitted to "putting

numbers in the boxes" based on guesses or wishful thinking, rather than facts.

/n New York State the formula perpetuates differences in local social

service expenditures because it is based on prior year expenditures. In

FY 1972.73, allocations from New York State to the counties were based on

twopert formula. Half of the allocation was determined on a par capita

24
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basis; the other half on the basis of prior year social service expenditures.

There was no attention to such criteria as need, personal incnme, or local

effectiveness in service delivery.

The California Title XX formula is also baaed on prior year expendi-

tures and the favored localities have blocked changes in the state legislature.

The allocation formulae for all three states perpetuate past service dis-

crepancies and prevent appropriate adjustment to county changes in social

service orientsition or need. For instance, the political climate has

changed recently in San Diego County, California in favor of more children's

services. But the county is locked into 4 low level of effort based on

prior political conditions.

5. Besponsibility for state social services for children is widely

Spread through state bureaucracies with little coordination among luencies.

Provision of social lervices for children is decentralized to the local

level with scant state supervision of services. This diffusion of authority

and responsibility has led to weak state/local accountability. Coordination

among agencies sharing responsibilities in the administration of particular

programa (e.g., health and welfare share responsibility for the W/C and

EPSDT programs) exist more "on paper" than in operation. The over 160

programs serving children and youth in California are administered through

seven state cabinet departments and an additional 30 state agrncies,

departments, offices or commissions. The 1978 California Joint Legislative

Audit Committee report is a first attempt to summarize all the disconnected

children's programs in one state document, This report stresses the absence

of coordination. We found no evidence of state comprehensive program planning

in any of the three states.17 The administrative delivery system is so



complex that equity and accountability concerns are obscured.

6. A War conceotual_oroblem in studying state services for children

thedifficultinsearsiservrvicesto
fa.afZjLULjLeL.2eral. Au example is the controvevsy surrounding day care.

Is day cars ,haracterized best as an educational service for children or as

child maintenance service for working mothers? For example, New York City

defines day care in terms of services to children, with a strong educational

component, yet the rest of New York state defines day care as a service to

parents.

A Concluding Note

Children's needs are multiple and interactive. Out-of-school influences

can be crucial in determining in-school nerformance. While I am unwilling to

characterize either system (education or other state services for children)

as being good or bad compared with the o,..er, I think the striking differ-

ences in the way they are organized, administered, and funded deserve further

study. Is the difference between the two types of services so distinct that

we should ignore these issues in children's services. State courts have

ruled that education is a fundamental" interest. Does this legal ruling

juatify such differential governmental concerns between education and other

childron's services? Why the strong emphasis on local government flexibility

in the area of non-education services for children at the apparent expense

of equity of access and proviston? Are there baaic differences between these

two kinds f services that justify the lack a data concerning children's

services? 3y has so much policy analysis focused on education equity and so

little on other services vital to Child development?
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ELECTION SCOREBOARD

YES

t>

NO

YES t)

B.lnEs

YES

YES

YES

Matteis Amendmiet Ile Proposal placed

en the ballet by the legislature would

lower Iota property ssa4101100t1 on
Mess tron 15 peroent to 10 percent of
market value, and provide for optional
assesememte based so use. Other prop-
erly classes would get breaks, too.

Arliones Proposition 101; A constitu-
tional amendment drafted by the legislc.
tur would restrict state spending to
eaves percent of the estistad total

personal income annually.

Colorado* Amemdment 028 An initiative
petition pacing futues increases in
state and local spending with changes

in the east of living

mewstis Three amendments will appear on
the ballot as the result of a oonstitc.
tional convention. One at these calls
for pairing LACZOSAMS Ls the leherel :Wee-
ny** Cued elth increeses in the state's

economy. The Iwo other amendments would
require reimbursement by the state to
localities for state-mandated expenses
and a restriction en deficit spending.

leilho* Initiative 11. An initiative
proposal that would roil back ptcporty
tease to one percent of full market
value.

TM:may An advisory questiee put on
the ballot by 1100.000 signatures calling
far a cep se state/local spending and
tames

MaSIMehUlAttes Maid Policy OitoutiONS
A nonbinding referendum to reduce emit-
ipel spending and local property tease
lied se restrict state and local taxes
to a pis:tentage of total personal income

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

MI

YES

YES

mitt:him:in! Proposal -4" Oteadlee Props:.

sal): would hold the state to the proa .
glut luval of spending* increases would

be limited to proportionate increases
ia personal income

Proposal 11° (Tisch Proposal); would
cut ell limperty taxies in half. limit
the state inCOMO tam tO a cne-percent
increase yearly Agal allow 5-12 districts
to impose up to a one-peroant income tax
totally if approved by the voters

Proposal le (Parodhaid Voucher Propo-
sal)* would eliminate the use of prop-
sty tames for school funding and give
a voucher for eve-ay school-aged child
to be used in public, private ex paroch-
ial schools of choice

Missouri: ConstitutioosI amendment 022,
Placed to the ballot by the legislature,
it would allow lawmakers to roll back
local property tames when municipal or
couoty shares of revenue from state
Ievise increase.

Nebraska* Proposition 0302* An LAU:1k-

tive proposal limiting the future growth
of local government budgets to five

pursuit ennually.

Nevada* Quest:Loa Kt This COAStitutiaMm
al amendment would drop property tames en
one percent of fair market value and limit
int:eases in assessed evaluation to two
percent yearly. If passed in UM it
would also have to to approved by a mejor-
ity of the electorate in 1910.

Werth thekote* Measure 02; This ballot
question would lower personal income
taxes for each citizen and incesase tax
rated es corporate looms above 129.000.

Ore9001 Ballot Measure fez This initia.
sive petition would limit property =Ms
to 1.5 percent of fair market value.

ballot Measure 011s Submitted by the leg-
islature* calls for state assueptios of up
to half of residential homeowner's tax
(mactsum of $1,5001, would limit stste
spending to rate of increase of personal
income with five percent reductios in the
11179-111 biennium. If state surplus oz.
coeds twe percent of the state budget.
would require ell of the surplus to bcre
turned to individual LAMM. tagoayers.

South tokotal Constitutioaal Amindamalt

1D°. /Wafted by the 1977 ;evil:J./Acute;

would amestate a two-thirds) approval by
state lowmekeze before LACTS4Sing local

and state taxes, including gmopeety as-
Ida MUM

loolv Tax %Elia Abend:mot* This ace-
stitutional amend:sent drafted by the ler
islaturf in 1975 special :minion would re-
strustwe local property taxes, repeal
the current four percent tas an gam and
utility bills and increase the stets in-
heritance tax seemOtico.


